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Galileo said “Mathematics is a language, God has written the universe in '' and at
MATHEMA, we work with the obstinate intention of bringing this language out of
textbooks and giving it an identity beyond its theorems. The word "Mathematics"
was derived from the Greek word MATHEMA meaning “that which is learnt" and
hence learning and growing is our driving factor.  

 Over these years , we have come a long way in inculcating more events ,
reaching more people and providing better learning experiences. While each new
session brings its own difficulties , we are determined to overcome them and
provide an immense number of opportunities to restore a connection between
students and this subject.Throughout the session a number of events , which
include article writing competition, photography competition ,webinar, seminars,
online reel making competition ,quiz competitions and career counselling
sessions are conducted keeping in mind the hidden potential of this subject to
wield its gravity in every field and corner of this world. Our annual magazine
Mathologic is an inevitable part of this journey giving students a chance to
discover mathematics and its significance in new and unthinkable arenas through
its pages. 

 The family of MATHEMA is incomplete without it’s teachers who form the
backbone of the association and together , motivated by our ultimate intention ,
we constantly work for finding better ways to make students embrace
mathematics amid their hectic day to day lives, help them learn more with each
day,introduce them to new opportunities and career options, guide them for
pursuing what is best for them and fill them with experience and confidence. We
look forward to all upcoming sessions and the roller coaster of excitement,
difficulties and learning they’ll bring along. We believe in working and growing
together to keep our legacy of never getting disheartened before we reach our
final goal of celebrating this subject and it's incessant importance.
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